A LOV story: the signaling state of the phot1 LOV2 photocycle involves chromophore-triggered protein structure relaxation, as probed by far-UV time-resolved optical rotatory dispersion spectroscopy.
Light-, oxygen-, or voltage-regulated (LOV1 and LOV2) domains bind flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and activate the phototropism photoreceptors phototropin 1 (phot1) and phototropin 2 (phot2) by using energy from absorbed blue light. Upon absorption of blue light, chromophore and protein conformational changes trigger the kinase domain for subsequent autophosphorylation and presumed downstream signal transduction. To date, the light-induced photocycle of the phot1 LOV2 protein is known to involve formation of a triplet flavin mononucleotide (FMN) chromophore followed by the appearance of a FMN adduct within 4 micros [Swartz, T. E., Corchnoy, S. B., Christie, J. M., Lewis, J. W., Szundi, I., Briggs, W. R., and Bogomolni, R. A. (2001) J. Biol. Chem. 276, 36493-36500] before thermal decay back to the dark state. To probe the mechanism by which the blue light information is relayed from the chromophore to the protein, nanosecond time-resolved optical rotatory dispersion (TRORD) spectroscopy, which is a direct probe of global secondary structure, was used to study the phot1 LOV2 protein in the far-UV region. These TRORD experiments reveal a previously unobserved intermediate species (tau approximately 90 micros) that is characterized by a FMN adduct chromophore and partially unfolded secondary structure (LOV390(S2)). This intermediate appears shortly after the formation of the FMN adduct. For LOV2, formation of a long-lived species that is ready to interact with a receptor domain for downstream signaling is much faster by comparison with formation of a similar species in other light-sensing proteins.